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The stability diagrams in the peri entri
up to now

distan e  e

entri ity plane of initial data are built and analyzed for Kepler-38, Kepler-47, and Kepler-64 (PH1). This

ompletes a survey of stability of known

ir umbinary planetary systems, initiated in Ref. [1℄, where the analysis was performed for Kepler-16, 34, and 35. In the diagrams, the planets appear to be embedded in the fra tal

border; however, I make an attempt to measure the distan e to the
numeri al-experimental

haos border in a physi ally

onsistent way. The obtained distan es are

ompared to those given by the widely used

riterion by Holman and Wiegert [2℄, who employed smooth polynomial approximations to des ribe the border. I identify the resonan e

Introdu tion

haos

ells, hosting the planets.

Stability diagrams

There are more than 80 exoplanets dis overed in the binary stellar systems [3℄. They
onstitute two types: P-type planets, orbiting about the binary bary enter, and S-type planets,
orbiting around one of the two stars. In total, 17 exoplanets belong to the type P, 8 of them
orbiting around binaries,

omposed of main sequen e stars (Kepler-16, 34, 35, 38, 47, 64, and

413). Welsh et al. [4℄ review all these systems ex ept Kepler-413. The systems Kepler-16, 34, and
35 were

onsidered in Ref. [1℄: stability diagrams were

parameters peri entri
in resonan e

distan e

 e

onstru ted in the plane of initial

entri ity, whi h showed that all three planets are situated

ells bounded by unstable resonan es. Here we

onsider the planetary dynami s in

the systems Kepler-38, 47, and 64. The parameters of the systems are given in Table 1,
on the basis of the data

ontained in Refs. [5, 6, 7℄.
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Fig. 2 : The stability diagram for Kepler-38

Fig. 3 : Zoom of the stability diagram for Kepler-38

Fig. 4 : The stability diagram for Kepler-47

Fig. 5 : Zoom of the stability diagram for Kepler-47

Fig. 6 : The stability diagram for Kepler-64

Fig. 7 : Zoom of the stability diagram for Kepler-64
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Fig. 1 : The dierential distribution of the Lyapunov time
logarithm for Kepler-47

Tab. 1 : Parameters of the systems

Methods
To explore the stability problem for the planetary motion, we use two stability
following Ref. [1℄. The rst one is the es ape- ollision

riteria,

riterion: the orbit is stable if the distan e

between the planet and one of the stars does not be ome less than a star radius or does not
ex eed

100

AU. The se ond

hara teristi
The

riterion is based on the value of the maximum Lyapunov

exponent (maximum LCE).

omputations are performed using the algorithms and

odes [8, 9, 10, 11℄. The LCE

spe tra are obtained for ea h point on a grid of the initial data. Dierential distributions of the
maximum LCE are

al ulated on two dierent time intervals in order to separate the

regular orbits. This statisti al method for separation of regular and
Refs. [12, 13℄. It

haoti

haoti

and

orbits was proposed in

onsists of 4 steps: (1) Two dierential distributions of the maximum LCE are

onstru ted for the initial data grid using two dierent integration time intervals. Thus one
obtains two dierential distributions of the maximum LCE. (2) Ea h of these distributions has at
least two peaks. The peak that shifts (moves in the dire tion of smaller values), when the
orresponds to the regular traje tories. (3) The maximum

integration time interval is in reased,

LCE value in the middle between the peaks gives the numeri al
and

traje tories. (4) In further

haoti

riterion

riterion for separation of regular

omputations on ner initial data grids, the obtained

an be used to separate regular and

haoti

traje tories using relatively small time

intervals of integration. An example of obtaining the

riterion value is given in Fig. 1.

Chaos border
Holman and Wiegert [2℄ obtained an empiri al formula for the
(separating the
e

haoti

riti al semimajor axis

and regular domains) in fun tion of the binary mass ratio and the binary

entri ity, for zero e

entri ity planetary orbits:

acr
= (1.60 ± 0.04) + (5.10 ± 0.05)es + (−2.22 ± 0.11)e2s + (4.12 ± 0.09)µ +
as
+(−4.27 ± 0.17)esµ + (−5.09 ± 0.11)µ2 + (4.61 ± 0.36)e2sµ2,
as and es are the semimajor axis
m2 < m1 are the masses of the binary
where

In Table 2,

a′cr

given in

entri ity of the binary,

µ = m2/(m1 + m2),

Con lusions

and

omponents.

•

olumns 2 and 3 give the semimajor axes of the binary and planet orbits,

respe tively. The HolmanWiegert
estimates

and e

acr

values are given in

(the main border at zero e

olumn 4, whereas our numeri al

entri ity; it is provided by the stability diagrams) are

orresponding to the orbits unstable by the LCE

Column 8 gives the real distan e planet 
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haos border in the stability diagrams.
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